COSMOS CONNECT

DO MORE
WITH LESS
Play video games,
activate switch toys, dine
independently, check text
messages, and more, all
using a single NeuroNode
and the COSMOS Connect.
Install the COSMOS
Connect application on
a NeuroNode Trilogy to
use the 8 wired inputs or
Bluetooth connection to
operate switch devices.

Operating system
Ios and android
connection

Keep the current operating
system, use what the client is
already comfortable with.

Gaming
Advanced xbox integration

Play games in single or multiplayer mode. Control up
to 8 Xbox buttons with the
NeuroNode.

Switch Control
Control toys with just the
NeuroNode

A fun way to stay connected
and play.

integration
Obi dining robot

Control Bionics offers a suite of
dedicated speech generating devices
and accessories to give people living with
complex communication and physical
needs their voice.
Our product range is more intuitive and
flexible than ever.

ControlBionics.com
+61 3 9897 3576

Dine with confidence and
independence. Control the Obi
with just one sensor.

Do more with less

NeuroNode Trilogy

The COSMOS Connect is a small portable
control device that can be used with a
Windows display device. When paired with
the NeuroNode sensor, the COSMOS Connect
leverages our exclusive application to intuitively
interact with a variety of personal control devices
giving the user more independence with a single
movement. The device allows up to 8 wired
outputs and one Bluetooth output.

The NeuroNode Trilogy is our hallmark speech
generating device that offers multi-modal
access with the proprietary NeuroNode sensor
allowing for faster speed and less fatigue when
communicating.

The COSMOS Connect app, installed on a
Windows device, is designed to match not only
the device but also the context of a specific
activity. Intuitive menus present choices right
for the current context, giving independence
and control to the user. The app comes with
cloud-based presets to simplify setup and create
meaningful context right from the home screen.

Adding COSMOS Connect to the NeuroNode
Trilogy allows a NeuroNode sensor to not only
provide access to faster and less fatiguing
communication, but also to recreational activities.
This is a great way to make access even more
efficient and accurate.

What’s in the Box
•

COSMOS Connect Device

•

USBc connecting cable

•

8 wires

•

USB hub

•

Instruction booklet

•

App download instructions
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Context and effect

Install COSMOS Connect on a NeuroNode
Trilogy to seamlessly switch between
communication software and other devices.

+61 3 9897 3576
controlbionics.com

